Name:
___________
After logging onto you computer, click on Internet Explorer. You can find the
blue “e” for explorer in the bottom left-hand corner of your screen. Now type
in this website address exactly as it is here: http://bensguide.gpo.gov/. Click
on “3-5” on the kite. When you get to the next screen click on “Branches of
Government” and then label this diagram.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Fill in the blanks based on your reading of this first page.
In 1787, our F____________ F____________ (also called “Framers”) gathered in
Philadelphia to write the C________________. They didn’t want any one person
or group to have too much power. They decided to separate this power into
three groups...into three branches. They are the L_________________, the
E________________, and the J_________________ branches
of government. The S_______________ of P______________ is
another name for the three branches of government.

(10 pts)
Who’s Got the Power dl 6

Score (25):
___________
Scroll down & click on Legislative Branch. Fill in the blanks.
The Legislative branch is made up of Congress and Governmental Agencies.
The two houses of Congress are: H_______________ of R_________________ & The
S__________________. Congress has the power to M____________ L____________.

Click “back” & then click on Executive Branch. Fill in the blanks.
The Executive branch makes sure that L_______________ are O_____________.
The P___________________ of the United States is in charge of this branch. He
gets help from the V_________ P____________________, D_________________
H________________, and I__________________ A_______________ because this is a
very big job.

Click “back” & then click on Judicial Branch. Fill in the blanks.
The judicial branch of government is made up of the C____________________
S___________________.

The S__________________ C________________ is the

highest court in the land. The courts decide the M______________ of the
L_______________, how they should be A_________________, and whether they
break the R___________________ of the C_______________________.
If you could work for one branch of government, what would it be and why?
________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________ (15 pts)

